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Determination of paroxetine in serum treated with simple pretreatment
by pre-column high-performance liquid chromatography using
4-(5,6-dimethoxy-2-phthalimidinyl)-2-methoxyphenylsulfonyl chloride
as a ßuorescent labeling reagent
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ABSTRACT: The therapeutic drug monitoring of paroxetine could be used to optimize
the pharmacological treatment of depressed patients. A simple and sensitive highperformance liquid chromatography procedure was developed for the determination of
paroxetine in serum. After simple pretreatment of serum (50 ȝL) with acetonitrile and
o-phthalaldehyde, paroxetine was derivatized with 4-(5,6-dimethoxy-2-phthalimidinyl)-2methoxyphenylsulfonyl chloride at 70ͩ for 20 min in borate buffer (0.1 mol/L, pH 8.0) to
produce a fluorescent product. The derivative was separated on a reversed-phase column
at 40ͩ for stepwise elution with (A) acetic acid (10 mmol/L) and (B) acetonitrile. The
flow rate was 1.0 mL/min. The fluorescence intensity was monitored at excitation and
emission wavelengths of 320 and 400 nm, respectively. The within-day and day-to-day
relative standard deviations were 3.0–3.4 and 2.7–8.3%, respectively. The detection limit
of paroxetine was 8.3 fmol at a signal-to-noise ratio of 3. As the proposed method that only
requires a small quantity of serum (50 ȝL) is simple, sensitive and reproducible, it would be
useful for clinical and biochemical research as well as drug monitoring.
ᇩ̜ेඩӄӠҠҮҴӦѣࠋိќ৹߷๘џऱর HPLC ခ౸ၔ҇ގьє̞े҇ҕ
ҮһҾһӝӞќҲӦӄҢь̝ҝӞһӈҲӞҕӞҺӅҼќ୷ᅬьєѣі̝ӄӠҠҮҴ
Ӧ҇ 4-(5,6- ҫӔһҠҪ -2- ӈҲӞҗӒҫҾӞ )-2- ӔһҠҪӈҚҾӞҬӞӎҾӞҢӠӝ
ҼѠѽѿӎҙઓࠌܝͅۼpH 8.0͆ѣഝ̝݁70̝ͩ20 ခࠗќऱরᄥຐളѠຐйє̞
ӄӠҠҮҴӦѣऱরᄥຐളѤࡴೱपҞӜӓ (40ͩ ) ҇ᅀйєనઓͅ10 mM͆- ҕҮһҾ
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һӝӞѣҬҹҶӊӢҗҭᄾୟၔѠѽѿခᅲъҁ̝ᆲࡎ༃ේ 320 nm̝ऱর༃ේ 400 nm Ѡ
пцҀऱরѠѽѿग़ୟъҁє̞໙ࡹѨ໙ਮဦຍѤђҁѓҁ 3.0–3.4 ࡹѨ 2.7–8.3% ќ
зѿ̝ग़ୟॻމѤධᆙзєѿ 8 fmol (S/N = 3) ќзјєู̞݈ݸମᅵѤ 106.7ͮќзј
є̞आѿါьౣ๘ͅೱവྯ୯ဥਮ͆Ѥ̝3.2ͮќзјє̞ਘޱݸᅶьєခ౸ၔѤྣᅆુ
ᆎᆙсஜџфࠋိќ৹߷๘ќౣ๘сᆖйєѶ̝ᄅӕҾҲӝӦңџўѣᆤடษ̝ౡ݂
ษय़ࢅѠᄜᅀќзҀ̞
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